
II. DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC RACIAL INCIDENTS AS REPORTED IN
THE MEETING OF APPROX. 300 THIRD WORLD/LESBIAN-GAY-
BISEXUAL STUDENTS IN PETTERRUTI LOUNGE. 7:00 PM APRIL ^0
1969.

This list is transcribed as accurately as possible to the actual
words of the students.

ffr 1. (as reported by Bryan Hsuan): Last week, an Asian student
attending Brown was assaulted and beaten by a group of white men:
«ot officially reported (to Prov. police?) Called a chink, various other
epithets. Assailants unknown. Le-^r "
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"2T joan Geiin: said that there was a white male HC in Keeney
Quad, who had the sign publicizing the racial incidents in West
Andrews on his door ripped up; some signs were burned. Ashes on
floor. Written on door "KICK lives," "Support white supremacy at
Brown," "Niggers go home." (What, was written on the door may be
inaccurate; check with Joan Gelin.) T;.'5 - A i ( • • &P\' "'•
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3- (unidentified): Black male student shadowed by large, white
football player. White male is joined by group of others, who follow
student to the front of the Rock, where they yell, "That's him! That's
him! Get him! Get him!"

4. Kathy Yep: Two sides of story involving assault in Delta Phi.
first account: During a party in Delta Phi fraternity, a white
male flicks the pony tail of a black student,, who responds toy
asking if he was singled out for attention because of his color.
The white student says no. The black student leaves, and he
returns soon after with a friend, also black. Both are kicked out
of the fraternity for being antagonistic.

second account: After the black student queries whether his
hair was flicked because of his color, the white student,
responds in a very violent fashion, yelling "Fuck you, fuck you!"
When the black student returns with a friend, the white male
responds by saying something to the likes of, "Isn't that just
like a nigger?" The white student begins a shoving match, after
which both black students are forcibly evicted from the
fraternity. The white student is allowed to stay, and when
security returns to pick him up, he is hidden, and allowed to
sneak out.
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It was decided that this was a racial incident by the Disciplinary
Review Board (?). Student received minimal punishment:
required to sit through RACE workshop, then give one himself.

rown periodically receives phone calls madeTracy :
by parents of white students, complaining that the presence of
students of color on campus is too large.

6 Jeff BikasC?): His"parents received a phone call stating that
"Jeff Bikas is a Nigger lover."
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7. Al-Yasha Williams: An invite is made, advertising a "Fiesta"

party to foe held in Phi Si. The flyer is produced out of a misquote by
the BDH of a statement made by Yasha during the forum on "Subtle
Racism." The misquote reads something like "Wriston epitomises all
that is uncool at Brown."

The invite advertises a "cultural commodification" party. The
fiesta will celebrate disrespect, for the culture of others ("In
celebration of all that is uncool at Brown," taking directly from BDH
misquote). Various latino terms are listed on the left inside (i.e.
fiesta, pinata, tequila) complete with explanations.

On the back, a reference to Yasha is made, together with a
sarcastic remark about "subtle racism." The next sentence promises
that during the party. Phi Si will try to keep its "Speedy Gonzales"
imitations clown to a bare minimum.

The invite concludes with a photograph of Buckwheat. He says
something like, "I don't know why people make fun of the way I talk.
I'm just a T.V. character."

Dean Robinson refused to make a big deal out of the incident.
He does not want bad publicity to reach Brown, since any bad
publicity would dissuade incoming freshman to attend the
university.

6. Mike Walton, representing Phi Si: The invite was assigned by
the regular social chair to someone else. When the fraternity saw tiie
invite, they prevented it from being distributed.

Walton articulates a need for greater cooperation with the TW
community; perhaps a dialogue. He wants the fraternity to help the
TW community to feel comfortable in Wriston.
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characteristics easily identify her as being "butch" (quoted 1
Zoey).,Her visiblity places her in the position of a person of color in a

3-- white society, easily identifiable as a minority and second-class
->^ citizen •' ' - - - •'•--.-??"r>

.'She consistently encounters) both verbal and physical
harrassrnent, for example bottle-throwing. Where she comes from,
white supremacists, for lack of a better target regularly attack gays.

Saturday night, Zoey is harrassed by name-calling and spitting
by punks. She states that the fear and discomfort felt by Lesbians
and Gays parallels that of the TW community.

10. Dean Preston Smith: Guide written by Jonathan Youngwood
for BDH reporters, where Smith is described as "stoic" and "difficult
to interview" and Dean Bengochea is described as "happy-go-lucky . .

often falling asleep during meetings." Actual description was not
written by Youngwood, (who nevertheless allowed for publication)
but by a member of the TW community.
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11. Debbie : 500-600 of the special BDH edition on the racial

incidents in W. Andrews are stolen, as told by some reporters.
Debbie- suggest to them that the homophic incidents in West Andrews;
be reported in conjunction to the racial incidents. The reporters state
that it is not necessary to report on the anti-homosexual aspect of
the incidents, saying that its "not important 'cause it happens all the
i_ • t> " ''"* i/'"'1 // !jtime. ..wr^-rr.
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12. Vanessa ChanonC?): Walking down Gushing St/shejis yelled
at by people in a passing car: "What's up. Nigger-lips? Oh, I'm sorry.
Watermelon lips." On Thayer, the same car follows her and the
people yell: "Hey, I'm doin' a survey. Do you ever 'f—' sheep?"

i$. Lydia Reasonover: Some of the flyers made in response to
the Andrews incidents have had their bottoms torn off, so that
nothing appears but the racist, slogan.

14. Kelly Kirn: Kelly and a first-year student caiisDean Blurnstein
Friday night in response to the "EEE" flyer found in the West
Andrews bathroom that afternoon. She became very angry, saying
that, she should only be called on a life and death situation. The
first-year student takes the phone from Kelly., and she argues with



him. Next day she makes a statement on the availability of Deans to
respond.

Kelly reiterates that in reality, there has been a poor
response from the Deanery.

13- Nancy Tewksberry: When Dean Shaw is called about the
same incident he responds by saying, "Have Tracy (EC) call me in the
morning." Then he hangs up.

Perceived: Security and Deans on top of everything 1001. In
reality they aren't,
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16. Ok-kyun C.: That very Sunday, she is approached and
harrassed by three white guys spitting -towards her, making "ching-
chong" sounds in mockery of her. ?-^^ ^PI' . • hi.r • , . - ;
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